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SUMMARY 

Domestication and selection can often reduced genetic diversity in genomic region associated, 

it may induced a large homozygous haplotypic segments and a variety of genome prints. We 

analysed the haplotypes of 179 rainbow trout distributed in four populations : three 

domesticated french rainbow trout populations, genotyped using the HD Affymetrix 665k [3], 

including two commercial lines [1] (LB and LC), and one unselected experimentale line (SY). 

The latest population was one wild population from north-american area (Wild) sequenced by 

[2]. After basic filtering, 546,903 SNPs were in the final dataset. Genetic populations structure 

was studied using principal component analysis (PCA) and Fst. Signature of selection were 

studied using cross-population extended haplotype homozyosity method (XP-EHH). First, 

medium Fst value (0.10 – 0.12) were identified between french rainbow trout. And high Fst value 

were observed between domesticated and Wild populations (0.27 - 0.28). Secondly, at the local 

scale, the differences between populations calculated with XP-EHH analysis were exposed on 

figure1(SY vs Wild). For all XP-EHH analysis, between domesticated and wild populations, a 

higly significant differences at the genome scale (p-value > 7) were observed for two regions 

on Omy17 (from 18 to 20 Mb) containing 35 genes, and a larger region on Omy26 (from 39 

to 48 Mb) with more than 100 genes. Moreover, other regions seems interresting : from 14 to 

18Mb on Omy21 and from 12 to 14Mb on Omy18, where strong significant differences were 

observed between Wild and SY or LC populations. In the same way two regions from 13 to 

14 Mb and from 52 to 62 Mb on Omy13 had high significant differences between Wild and 

SY or LB populations. A few small differences on chromosomal scale were identified between 

domesticated populations but the higher differences were still between domesticated and wild 

populations. The the gene composition study of these regions is essential to identify genes 

specific to some populations or linked to domestication or selection processes. 

Figure 1. Manhattan plot of the log transformed XP-EHH values between Wild and SY populations. 

The y-axis shows the −log10 (P-value) of XP-EHH values and x-axis shows chromosomal positions. 

The horizontal dotted lines represent the genome and chromosomal significant level. 
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